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first sounds I heard, as I awoke, were the sharp patter of rain

drops on the panes, and the dash of water from the spouts on

the pavement below.

Towards noon, however, the rain ceased, and I sallied out to

see London. I passed great and celebrated places,-Warren's

great blacking establishment, and the great house of the outfit

ting Jew and his son, so celebrated in "Punch," and then the

great "Punch's" own office, with great "Punch" himself,

pregnant with joke, and larger than the life, standing sentinel

over the door. And after just a little uncertain wandering, the

uncertainty of which mattered nothing, as I could not possibly

go wrong, wander vhre I might, I came full upon St. Paul's,

and entered the edifice. It is comfortable to have only two

pence to pay for leave to walk over the area of so noble a pile,
and to have to pay the twopence, too, to such grave, cleri

cal-looking men as the officials at the receipt of custom. It

reminds one of the blessings of a religious establishment in a

place where otherwise they might possibly be overlooked: no

private company could afford to build such a pile as St. Paul's,

and then show it for twopences. A payment of eighteenpence
more opened my way to the summit of the dome, and I saw,

]aid fairly at my feet, all of London that the smoke and the

weather permitted, in its existing state of dishabille, to come

into sight. But though a finer morning might have presented
me with a more extensive and more richly-colored prospect, it

would scarce have given me one equally striking. I stood

over the middle of a vast seething cauldron, and looked down

through'the blue reek on the dim indistinct forms that seemed

parboiling within. The denser clouds were rolling away, but

their huge volumes still lay folded all around on the outskirts

of the prospect. I could see a long reach of the river, with its

gigantic bridges striding across; but both ends of the tide, like
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